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Abstract

In the Republic of Korea (Korea), pressures emerging from the domestic education system seem to drive growing numbers of tertiary students abroad. This trend creates an outward flow of resources and has a number of impacts on Korean society. This study examines trends in the movement of tertiary students out of Korea from 2001 to 2010 and compares destinations’ actual market share with the Korean public’s ideal attraction. The results provide insight into the push-pull factors influencing Korean students’ destination choice and the influence of higher education policy in the global market for international students.
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Global higher education consists of “(1) global flows and networks of words and ideas, knowledge, finance, and inter-institutional dealings; with (2) national higher education systems shaped by history, law, policy, and funding; and (3) individual institutions operating at the same time locally, nationally, and globally” (Marginson, 2006, p. 1). In this multifaceted role, global higher education influences the patterns and strength of links in the emerging networks of globalization. Governments engage in the global higher education market because of the appeal of higher education institutions (HEIs) in the knowledge economy (Varghese, 2008). In this growing market, players increasingly attempt to influence the flow of knowledge, reshape tertiary education systems, and spur HEI innovation to ensure that they are receiving a net benefit.

Cross-border students represent an important currency in the flows of global tertiary education. Past research on these students has focused on marketing strategies for making destinations more attractive (Forbes & Hamilton, 2004; Verbik & Lasanowski, 2007), the decision to study abroad (Park, 2009; Salisbury et al., 2009) and the qualities that make destinations attractive, such as cost, ideology, prestige, target language and culture, employment opportunities, relative income level, and visa programs (Bodycott, 2009; Bodycott, 2012; Varghese, 2008). Flows in the international student market can be understood through the framework of push-pull factors. Push factors influence students to look abroad for education and pull factors the decision in favor of a particular destination (Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002).

The Republic of Korea (henceforth, Korea) has seen rapid social change since the end of the Korean War. After decades of economic growth, the social infrastructure, particularly education, has struggled to keep pace with the changing economic demands. In the knowledge economy,
human capital has become a primary source of economic growth (Varghese 2008). Thus, for Korea’s economic success to continue, the education system must foster specialized human resources needed in the private sector. Higher education has an important role to play in ensuring students acquire the skills necessary to become productive members of society. Yet in Korea, increasing numbers of tertiary students are turning to the global market for higher education. As the Korean government and HEIs attempt to retain more students, their foreign counterparts are attempting to attract more students abroad. In this situation, all parties will need a deeper understanding of pressures influencing the market for Korean tertiary students. Additionally, the Korean case may provide some insight into the future trends and preferences of outbound students from other countries in the region.

This study examines trends in the flow of tertiary students out of Korea between 2001 and 2010. In particular, this study analyzes the stakeholders in Korean higher education, the push factors contributing to outbound flows of domestic students, and the consequences of students going abroad. The study determines:

1. How does ideal interest in a destination compare with a destination’s actual market share?
2. What destination pull factors influence outbound students’ destination choice?
3. What does this reveal about higher education policy in Korea and popular international destinations for Korean tertiary students?

The Stakeholders

When household incomes rise and tertiary education enrollment rates grow, more students express their frustrations with domestic systems of higher education and decide to study abroad (Verbik & Lasanowski, 2007). As growing numbers of students internationally take part in cross-border higher education, the amount of resources at stake within the global higher education market grows, driving international competition among HEIs (Choudaha & Li, 2012). Market players increasingly attempt to influence the global higher education market to their benefit. In the case of Korea, the key stakeholders in this market include the Korean government, Korean HEIs, foreign governments, foreign HEIs, and Korean tertiary students.

For the Korean government, cross-border tertiary education presents both benefits and drawbacks. On one hand, outbound students may return with new knowledge and global professional networks. Korea also has the opportunity to attract foreign resources into its own economy by cultivating flows of cross-border students into the Korean higher education system. On the other hand, Korean students who do not return after studying abroad contribute to outward flows of domestic resources. Thus, the global higher education market offers both economic opportunities and risks for the government.

For Korean HEIs, more students going abroad represent a significant challenge to the sustainability of many institutions. Population decline and growing numbers of outbound cross-border students put pressure on Korean HEIs to attract students. With fewer domestic students, Korean HEIs are forced to recruit aggressively abroad to fill empty places (McNeill, 2009; McNeill, 2011). Some universities, such as Myungshin University and Sunghwa College, have already been forced to close as the government attempts to ensure quality in this time of intense competition (Yonhap News, 2011a). While this pressure on Korean HEIs may be beneficial to domestic tertiary education over time, it imposes an enormous amount of stress on the system in the short term as HEIs compete to attract the limited number of domestic students and meet rising government quality standards.
Meanwhile, for foreign governments and foreign HEIs, outbound Korean students represent an opportunity for gain. These students are a source of both financial and human resources (Ghazarian, 2011a) for a destination's economy. Typically, cross-border students must pay tuition fees and spend a considerable amount of money to maintain their lives in a foreign country. This financial influx benefits both foreign HEIs and their host communities. After students conclude their studies, they may take jobs and provide skilled labor, further contributing to the destination’s economy. In other words, these students are seen as a necessary source of foreign labor to replace aging domestic populations in many destinations (Verbik & Lasanowski, 2007).

For Korean tertiary students, cross-border tertiary education offers a valuable alternative to the domestic system. Higher education qualifications have become a 'positional good' (Hirsch, 1976) that can lead to a better social status and stronger lifetime professional opportunities (Hirsch, 1976; Marginson, 2006). On one hand, a foreign degree can provide graduates with an advantage in the job market (Varghese, 2008) by differentiating a student from his or her peers. Cross-border study also offers a chance to escape the frustrations of the domestic system into a foreign system that judges learners according to different criteria. On the other hand, going abroad to study in higher education also has costs to Korean tertiary students. Informal networks among alumni from a particular HEI can be extremely important for professional life in Korea (Lee & Brinton, 1996). These informal social networks forged in Korean HEIs are often a source of employment, business deals, and other opportunities for their members. Thus, study abroad not only incurs a heavy financial burden, but also means foregoing the opportunity to join such a social network in Korea.

**Push Factors for Korean Families & Students**

After China and India, Korea is the third largest source of outbound cross-border tertiary students (UNESCO, 2010). Compared to other major source countries, Korea has a very high number of outbound students relative to its population. This trend seems to stem from Korea’s economic development. Despite the country’s economic change, education remains a rigid, conservative system leftover from the period of industrialization. As other source countries develop, they too may see dramatic increases in the number of students who choose to pursue their higher education abroad. Thus, the case of Korea offers a window into one possible future and set of challenges for tertiary education policy in other source countries.

A number of push factors contribute to the large numbers of outbound tertiary Korean students. Previous research by Park (2009) and KEDI (2005) shows a strong correlation between dissatisfaction with domestic education in Korea and a positive attitude towards studying abroad. These two studies find that Korean students are attracted by the use of English at foreign HEIs and are disappointed with the quality, expensive private tutoring, excessive admissions competition, job prospects, atmosphere, and teaching methods of the domestic education system.

One cannot underestimate the influence of “education fever” in Korean society (Kim et al., 2005). As many families obsess over the educational performance of their children (Chang, 2008), education fever has fueled a culture of excessive competition (Lee, 2011). There are a number of detrimental social consequences. The high-stress educational culture is often associated with negative psychological repercussions for students (Hwang, 2003; Yang & Shin, 2008; Lee et al., 2010), and Korea has one of the highest suicide rates in the developed world (OECD, 2011) with youth suicide the largest cause of death among young people in Korea (Yonhap News, 2012). The system also has very real severe financial consequences for the Korean families, despite government policies to decrease these costs (Byun 2010; Lee et al., 2010). For example, areas with a reputation for high quality public and shadow education are much more expensive places to live (Woo, 2012). These housing costs only add to the financial burden of tuition fees for shadow
education, such as tutoring services and private institutions for study outside of public schools designed to give students a competitive advantage on their examinations.

In fact, educational competition has intensified to the point that the overall costs may now outweigh the benefits of education in Korea. Such a system hinders individuals, households, and the economy. While the status quo of the Korean education system is not universally negative, it still poses a significant policy challenge. In such a situation, the relative costs and benefits may push families to consider sending children to study overseas earlier. For instance, some high socioeconomic status (SES) families avoid the Korean secondary education system altogether and decide that a secondary and tertiary education abroad would be more beneficial for their children relative to the cost.

The university entrance system in Korea, hinged upon suneung examination scores, likely further contributes to the numbers of outgoing students. The high-stakes system was designed with meritocratic fairness in mind. Unfortunately, the growing importance of shadow education has perverted suneung preparation into an economic endeavor tied to the amount of resources available for shadow education tuition (Dawson, 2010) and shadow education market savvy in the family. In order to decrease the intensity of this competition, the government has tried to discourage the public belief in the necessity of higher education for success in the job market (Korea Herald, 2011) and to restrict the provision of shadow education. Despite their efforts, the rate of tertiary education attendance and shadow education participation remains high. Other countries with similar high-stakes university admissions systems, such as the People’s Republic of China, may also see the concern over shadow education and excessive competition worsen over time.

Furthermore, students in Korea’s highly status-conscious culture are reluctant to attend domestic universities that do not have strong reputations. As explained by Lee and Brinton (1996), “School background is a basis of informal social groupings that serve as an important source of social capital among South Koreans” (p. 182). In other words, lower tier institutions may not provide tertiary students with the personal and professional networks they would like to have later in their lives. The mass quantity of places available at domestic HEIs inherently decreases their perceived value (Marginson, 2006). Additionally, low prestige HEIs do not offer the same level of personal branding as a degree from a well-known university (Ghazarian, 2011b), branding that can provide a competitive edge in the job market that may justify the sacrifice of developing a social network at a domestic HEI.

The relative quality and cost of higher education institutions in Korea may also contribute to the number of students pursuing their tertiary education overseas. Although highly ranked Korean universities do hold the allure of domestic networking opportunities, the top fifty ranked global universities in any of the international ranking systems is dominated by universities in English-speaking countries (Ghazarian, 2011b). The waxing importance of English in the highly competitive job market (Park, 2010) only further contributes to the interest in international study. Consequently, students and families dissatisfied with the higher education entrance process or the quality of HEIs may look overseas for other opportunities.

Repercussions for Korea

Clearly, many push factors contribute to the decision to pursue a higher education outside of Korea. From education fever to the suneung examination system, many students feel dissatisfied or trapped. Compounding these negative feelings, students and their families may have concerns about the quality and cost of domestic HEIs and employment prospects after graduation. As these
pressures direct more attention overseas, Korea can expect a number of social consequences associated with rising numbers of outbound tertiary students. These consequences may include demographic challenges, economic impacts, widening class stratification, and the rise of education inflation in the job market.

To clarify, Korea faces an impending issue of population decline (Chin et al., 2012; Coleman & Rowthorn, 2011) and the paramount role of education in Korean society factors into the low birth rate. The high cost of education, driven by “education fever,” contributes to the decision to have fewer children in order to concentrate family resources (Lee, 2007). The declining number of children means that fewer domestic students will enroll at Korean HEIs each year. As a larger share of students looks overseas, Korea’s HEIs will continue to face a considerable amount of pressure.

Economically, outgoing international students create a bridgehead for outward flows of resources. Families must support cross-border students’ endeavors while overseas, sending significant sums abroad. This outward flow of financial resources represents a lost opportunity for Korean HEIs and their host communities (Ghazarian, 2011a). Additionally, outgoing Korean international students also contribute to the net loss of human resources and young people, often referred to as brain drain. As Espove et al. (2010) report, South Korea faces potential demographic pressure from emigration of the highly educated and young people. For example, the US Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge Institute for Education found that 42% of graduates from science and engineering doctoral degrees had not left the USA five years past graduation (Han, 2012). In spending time abroad, larger numbers of students become exposed to the possibility of emigration. These trends represent further demographic challenges for the economy.

Meanwhile, SES increasingly impacts educational attainment and success. In fact, recent educational trends contribute to the development of widening cross-generational class stratification. Those from higher SES backgrounds with more resources at their disposal often spend more on shadow education tuition, presumably giving their children an edge over their classmates (Dawson, 2010). Some families may effectively be priced out of equal educational opportunity (C. Lee, 2005). In order to ensure a privileged future for their children, many of those households rich enough to support their son or daughter to study abroad from a younger age are beginning to do so, even if that means dividing the family (J. Lee, 2011). Furthermore, higher SES families are also able to afford tuition at more prestigious destinations that distinguish their children from their peers.

If these trends persist across multiple generations, class stratification will continue to grow over time. One aspect of this class stratification includes growing cultural differences between social classes. As children (and oftentimes an accompanying parent) return to Korea from studying abroad, they bring back with them aspects of the host culture they experienced. For instance, Park and Abelmann (2004) describe how attitudes towards English language and education can be associated with a family’s SES. Affluent families become increasingly successful at using their resources to give their children an educational and cultural advantage. As a result, an individual’s educational success may be increasingly determined by his or her family’s SES.

The emergence of education inflation in the Korean job market represents another economic challenge for the education system’s status quo. Growing numbers of young Koreans spend more time in education and do not participate in the labor market. Meanwhile, as academic qualifications become increasingly common, they also lose their value (Marginson, 2006). Jobs require ever-higher qualifications, increasing the cost of education for students and removing human resources from the labor market for ever-longer periods of time. In order to stem the rise of academic inflation, the government has attempted to raise the profile of vocational schools (Yonhap News, 2011b), but such initiatives are unlikely to have much lasting effect. Meanwhile, as more students decide to study abroad, a foreign degree may lose its luster and also fall victim to education
inflation. A foreign degree could possibly come to be perceived as a requirement rather than a relative merit for particular jobs.

The Korean government and HEIs need to carefully examine trends related to the global higher education market in Korean society. Greater understanding of the phenomenon could help avert unnecessary economic costs, growing social problems, and future demographic challenges. Policy reform must focus on increasing the attractiveness of a Korean higher education for young Koreans, students from other countries, and the job market. Meanwhile, foreign governments and HEIs looking to attract Korean tertiary students would also benefit from better understanding patterns in the demand for international tertiary education. With good information, policy initiatives could better influence the flow of international students out of Korea.

Yet research on the outbound movement of students from Korea is surprisingly limited. Previous research by Park (2009) builds on the general model of Mazzarol and Soutar (2002) by focusing on the push-pull factors specific to Korean students. Via survey research, the study finds that dissatisfaction with domestic education serves as a strong push factor for Korean students. More specifically, the study examines how academic and environmental expectations factor into student destination choice among the US, China, UK, and Australia. While this study provides insight into Korean students’ views on the process of deciding to study abroad, it draws on a sample of students only from the capital and does not consider data collected from other important stakeholders in the decision-making process, such as parents. The present study seeks to complement this line of research by examining a nationally representative sample and by comparing how nationally stated ideal preferences compare with actual destination choice across the Korean population.

**Research Method**

This study addresses three questions about the flow of cross-border tertiary students out of Korea. The present study examines two samples. The first consists of a population sample of data on all outbound undergraduate, graduate, and language study tertiary students. This first sample is drawn from the Korean Ministry of Science, Technology, and Education (MEST) data on outgoing tertiary students (MEST, 2010). The second sample consists of a nationally representative sample for the population over 19 years of age in Korea (n=1029) drawn from the Chicago Council on Global Affairs’ (2008) “Soft Power in Asia” Multinational Survey. Data collection took place between January 22 and February 5, 2008 as face-to-face interviews in Korean. The sample is nationally representative for the population nineteen years of age or older from all administrative regions except for Jeju, which was excluded based on its remote location, high costs, and low percentage of the population (1.1%).

The study considers participants’ responses to the question: “If you were to send your children to receive their higher education in another country, which country would be your first choice? What about your second choice?” In these responses, the European Union (EU) is coded as a single destination, and thus EU members are treated as a single destination for this study.

The analysis of these data consists of three steps. First, the study takes a descriptive look at the total number of cross-border tertiary students out of Korea each year between 2001 and 2010. It primarily focuses on USA, China, Japan, and the EU’s market share of tertiary students by year. These destinations account for the vast majority of outbound tertiary students between 2001 and 2010. Together with Australia, Canada, and New Zealand, they account for at least 95% of all
students each year. The first step of the analysis establishes a baseline understanding of trends in the number of tertiary students out of Korea and their destinations for study.

The second step of the analysis examines the Korean public’s ideal first-choice and second-choice destinations. This step compiles a single indicator of ideal preference based on the total number of responses for each destination. The indicator consists of the percentage of total first choice and second choice responses for a destination. This indicator allows for further investigation into the relationship of ideal preference with the actual proportion of students going to each destination. It provides a standard against which to compare a destination’s actual market share with ideally stated interest.

The third step of the analysis examines the results of the previous steps for patterns in the actual and ideal destinations of outbound Korean tertiary. These trends are further analyzed through Cubillo, Sánchez, and Cerviño’s (2006) framework for destinations’ pull factors: personal reasons (i.e. personal improvement, advice), country image (i.e. cultural distance, city image, cost of living, immigration), program evaluation (i.e. international recognition, specialization), and institutional image (i.e. corporate image, faculty quality, facilities). Additional secondary research on these factors is used to provide a context for the results relative to the special qualities of each destination in the global higher education market.

Some limitations emerge as a result of the combination of two data sets. For instance, individual observations from one set do not directly coincide with individual observations from the other. As a result, the present study does not provide information about individual decisions to study abroad or how single destination choices relate to individually expressed ideal first and second choice destinations. In spite of this limitation, these data do provide important insight at the country-level of analysis into Korean national trends regarding the actual and ideal attraction to particular destinations. Additionally, no MEST (2010) data were collected in 2002. As a result, that year has been omitted from the analysis.

Results

The results from the first step of the analysis reveal consistent growth in the numbers of outbound tertiary students from Korea. The approximately 150,000 outbound students in 2001 has increased nearly every year to a maximum of approximately 280,000 in 2009 and finally just over 250,000 in 2010. However, these increases are not divided evenly across all destinations. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how these gains are reflected in student numbers and market share.

For the sake of clarity, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand are not included in Figures 1 and 2, but were included in the preliminary analysis. Australia’s market share remained static, receiving approximately 7% of students each year. Canada experienced a drop from 14.6% in 2001 to 5.6% in
2010. Meanwhile, New Zealand rose modestly from 1.81% to 4.34% over the same period. Due to the relatively small market share of Australia, Canada, and New Zealand, further analysis focuses exclusively on the USA, China, EU, and Japan. Although the USA made gains in the number of students it received each year, these gains did not keep pace with increases in the overall output of tertiary students from Korea. As a result, USA market share consistently declined from nearly 40% to 30%. China, on the other hand, has seen strong yearly growth in the number of students it receives each year since 2006, up to 26.52% market share at its highest point, very close to US market share at that time. The EU has fluctuated between 10% and 20% of market share, with a swift increase in the total number of students followed by a plateau that has failed to keep pace with overall output of Korean tertiary students. Japan’s figures are stagnant, although there is a sudden increase in the number of recipients in 2010. As a result, Japan has a slow, steady drop in market share until 2009, when it returns back up to roughly 10% in 2010.

The second step of the analysis provides a single indicator for each destination’s ideal attractiveness to the Korean public. The vast majority of interest lies in just four destinations.

Figure 3. Total Mentions as an Ideal Destination for Tertiary Education

While compiling a single variable for public interest in each destination, an interesting difference emerged in the way destinations were mentioned as a first or second choice destination. Both the EU and USA performed quite strongly as first and second choice destinations, with approximately 40% interest each as a first choice and 30% interest each as a second choice. This contrasts sharply with China and Japan, which both only attract approximately 5% interest as a first choice destination and 17.6% and 12.5%, respectively, as second choice destinations.

Figure 4 reports the results of step three, comparing each destination’s market share by year with the total interest in that destination. The results reveal very different situations for each of the destinations.

Figure 4. Actual Market Share vs. Ideal Interest by Destination

Although the USA began over-performing against ideal interest, by 2010 its actual market share was well below ideal interest. Yet the gap between ideal interest and actual market share in the USA
is dwarfed by the EU’s gap over the same period. The EU’s best performance for attracting tertiary students in any single year between 2001 and 2010 remains 16.31% below the Korean public’s stated interest in EU destinations.

Meanwhile, China begins the decade at just below ideal interest, and ends in 2010 well above ideal interest of 11.45%, with a staggering 25.5% of market share. Finally, Japan’s market share remains consistently around the ideal interest of 9%.

Discussion

The results of the analysis reveal a number of interesting trends in Korean outbound tertiary students. First of these trends is overall growth in the number of outbound students from Korea, suggesting that domestic push factors may be causing growing numbers of Korean students to look abroad. The findings also reveal that increasing numbers of cross-border students are not heading to their first-choice destination for higher education. As a result, China has benefited most from the increased outward flow of cross-border students from Korea. Meanwhile, the EU and USA are both under-performing relative to ideal demand, but for very different reasons. Lastly, Japan’s position as a destination for outbound Korean students has remained relatively stagnant, despite strong interest in Japan as a second choice destination.

Fluctuations in students’ movements show a growing number choosing to remain in the Asia Pacific region, with China becoming an important destination for Korean students. This result supports previous findings of greater interest in developing countries as destinations for tertiary education (UNESCO, 2009; Varghese, 2008). The Chinese government has promoted policies encouraging the internationalization of higher education as a means of promoting Chinese culture and perspective (Huang, 2003). This policy has met with success in attracting Korean students, who often view China as an important part of Korea’s economic future (Snyder, 2009) and thus an attractive destination for developing future job prospects, desirable language skills, and a useful international professional network. The Chinese government supports these growing ties with South Korea as a means of hedging against its relationship with North Korea (Shambaugh, 2003; Shambaugh, 2004), which may result in a sense of welcome for South Korean students in China.

Despite success in attracting increasingly more Korean students, China seems to be a destination of necessity rather than a destination of choice. The results suggest that students who are turned away or unable to afford from their first choice destination may ultimately pursue a tertiary education at some alternative destination. These students go on to pursue an international tertiary education, but perhaps choose a destination with relatively less competition or lower costs. This second-choice phenomenon seems to greatly benefit China, which has supplanted the more traditional second-choice destinations like Canada. In fact, as the number of outbound students has
increased, China’s market share has grown as US market share decreases. Thus, the results reveal that despite a much greater demand for US higher education, China has in recent years performed nearly on par with the US in terms of market share.

The results also tell of missed opportunities by other more desirable destinations, particularly EU member countries, to attract more students from Korea. The consistently low market share of the EU relative to ideal interest suggests the presence of some barriers for Korean tertiary students. These barriers are likely both cultural and financial. Ritzen and Marconi (2011) argue that for the EU to improve its standing as a viable destination for international students, it will need to broaden and deepen offerings of English language medium programs, expand support for international programs, consider higher living and travel costs for international students in the loan-grant systems, develop better visa regulations for highly skilled migrants, and further internationalize accreditation and quality control. As the EU works through these concerns, member countries may struggle to attract the total possible number of students from Korea. Additionally, the high exchange rate of the Euro relative to the Korean Won may also contribute to the low numbers of tertiary students heading to EU HEIs. Confronted with issues such as language concerns, travel costs, high cost of living, or expensive tuition fees, many potential students may opt to pursue a more affordable destination in the global higher education market.

Though the USA holds a large market share of outbound Korean students, the USA has significant room, relative to ideal demand, to grow as a destination. As the US enjoys strong popularity as a destination in the global higher education market, competition for seats allocated to international students intensifies, and as a result more students will fail to gain admission or will simply decide on another destination. While US HEIs face financial cuts at home, they may increasingly look abroad for international students as a source of needed finances and make room for more international students. Despite the potential benefits these students offer, a number of factors stand in the way of more Korean students entering into the US higher education system. Cost and competition are likely barriers for many students. Further contributing to these are a weakening country image and tightening visa policies (Warwick, 2005).

Despite the strong ideal demand for US higher education, the US image abroad suffers as a result of a number of factors. Firstly, many international students on US HEI campuses are not having positive experiences. Case studies find international students perceive discriminatory and unfair practices (Lee, 2010), and feel isolated by the passive cultural attitude towards international students in the US and prejudice they face from American peers (Charles-Toussaint & Crowson, 2010). A study by Gareis (2012) finds there are few close friendships between international and American students, meaning that neither international nor domestic students are benefiting from the opportunity for greater intercultural learning. International students with negative experiences may warn off other potential students from their home country and may not recommend their host HEIs or the US as a destination for study, serving as a barrier to growth in inbound student numbers. Secondly, as the US economy slowly recovers from financial problems and a high rate of unemployment, the attraction of the US as a potential destination for migration after study may have also suffered. As a result, fewer students may settle upon the US as their final choice for a destination.

In addition, the visa reform issues following the events of 9/11 also represent a large barrier to Korean students wanting to study in the US. The changes have increased the bureaucratic burden for Korean students, as well as for US HEIs who now must deal with more work in order to process fewer students. After 9/11, President Bush established the ‘Interagency Panel of Advanced Science and Security’ to supervise visa applications from international students to protect knowledge and
technology in sensitive areas on a case-by-case basis (Warwick, 2005). As a result of these added steps, processing times and other visa concerns may play a part in fewer Korean students heading to the US for study. Thus, cost, competition, visa restrictions, a weakening image, and problems with internationalizing campus life may be contributing to US underperformance.

The market share of Korean students heading to Japan has remained relatively stable, remaining within two degrees of ideal demand. Without much disparity between actual and ideal demand, Japan appears relatively unremarkable as a destination for Korean students. Yet the question remains as to why Japan has not benefited as a second-choice destination in the way that China has, given the high response rate of Japan as an ideal second choice. On one hand, Japanese HEIs have some of the strongest reputations in Asia. Cultural similarities between Korea and Japan cause relatively fewer problems with adjustment for Korean students (Tanaka et al., 2004), meaning that students may have a more enjoyable experience while there.

On the other hand, in the past Japanese HEIs have not had sufficient structures in place to recruit or provide information about their HEIs to potential Korean students (MEXT, 2008) and has struggled to build a strong intercultural understanding and internationally inclusive social practices on campus (Whitsed & Volet, 2011). As the best Asian students look to the EU or the USA (Ishikawa, 2009), Japan is pushing to develop English language medium courses. Even so, these efforts must overcome barriers such as overworked faculty, insufficient English language ability, and quality concerns over instruction in a foreign language (Tsuneyoshi, 2005). The improving quality at Chinese and Korean HEIs also means that Japanese HEIs are facing greater competition within the region (Yonezawa, 2007) and the high cost of living in Japan can create stress for Korean students (Murphey-Shigematsu, 2002). In addition to the relatively high cost of living, the grim economic situation in Japan may also contribute to interest in China over Japan. For Japanese HEIs, China’s windfall as a second choice destination for Korean students seems to be a missed opportunity.

**Conclusion**

The findings of this study reveal growth in outbound international tertiary students from Korea, the rising importance of second choice destinations for these students, and the increasing popularity of China as a destination for Korean tertiary students. The Korean government is responding to increasing numbers of outbound tertiary students with policies aimed at internationalizing domestic HEIs and establishing international alternatives to domestic HEIs within Korea (MEST, 2007). These policies cater to the increasing intraregional student mobility and may help stem the flow of Korean tertiary students overseas. Even so, the current policies need to be further developed and refined to maximize their benefits.

Internationalizing Korean HEIs could attract more foreign students into Korea’s tertiary education system, relieving the demographic pressures on domestic HEIs and potentially, with immigration reform, the Korean economy. Although internationalization efforts at domestic HEIs have been underway for some time, government policy has not always facilitated deep organizational change at these institutions. As Byun and Kim (2011) describe, the government’s heavy emphasis on the “economic rationale” for internationalization has fostered a policy based on quantitative requirements that overlook the quality of internationalization taking place. Quick implementation English-medium instruction and other internationalization reforms can also create conflict and have unintended consequences at HEIs (Byun et al., 2011; Cho & Palmer, 2012; Kim, 2005; Palmer and Cho, 2012). Such an approach may not take into account the penetrating organizational changes necessary for an HEI to effectively produce an environment conducive to international study.
In addition to internationalization efforts, other policy initiatives focus on bringing foreign HEIs into the Korean system (MEST, 2007). With the support of public organizations, foreign HEIs are increasing their presence in the domestic Korean market via branch campuses. These projects are restricted to Free Economic Zones (FEZ) and the first foreign HEI to open a campus in Korea was the Dutch Shipping and Transport College, in the Gwangyang Bay FEZ (MEST, 2008). More recently, Songdo Global University Campus has pursued bringing a number of foreign programs from HEIs such as SUNY Stony Brook, Ghent University, and George Mason University to Incheon FEZ. Despite some initial difficulties emerging from the financial crises in the USA and EU, the increased presence of foreign HEIs within the domestic tertiary education system seems certain.

While it is possible that internationalization of domestic HEIs and the introduction of foreign HEIs could curb growth in the number of outgoing tertiary students, both initiatives will take time to mature. For these policies to be successful, Korea will need to attract a constant and diverse stream of tertiary students from other countries. Without enough incoming foreign students, both Korean HEIs and branch campuses of foreign HEIs would fail to provide sufficient international exposure to their students. The Korean government needs to continue promoting Korea as a destination in the global market for higher education and improving national brand image.

Further research should examine the experiences and satisfaction of Korean students in the US, EU, China, and Japan. These studies could help determine differences in the types of students these destinations attract and the relative benefit of a higher education at each of these destinations for Korean students. Case studies documenting successful national and institutional approaches to internationalization and attracting students from abroad would help provide guidance towards meeting these goals.
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